TDS is looking to hire 5 Data Analytics Interns! As a Data Analytics Intern, you will gain invaluable hands-on experience gathering data from various TDS Telecom systems to develop data analytics. You will use tools such as; Business Objects (Webi and OLAP Analysis), Microsoft SharePoint, and other database tools and technologies (Relational Database Management System and NoSQL).

We are looking for students with strong analytical and programming skills who possess the ability to work with data from a variety of sources for complex analysis, which enables data-driven decision making for the TDS Telecom management team.

School is top priority; TDS offers very flexible schedules, requiring you to work at least 15 hours per week.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Data Planning, Gathering, & Development
Support information gathering sessions with business process owners to understand data requirements and objectives. Research, design, code, test, and aggregate results from database queries. Support project leads and provide technical guidance for the design, development, and implementation of data delivery, distribution.

Data Warehouse
Maintain, support, and enhance the business intelligence backend data warehouse used to generate business unit key analytics and metrics for the TDS Telecom management team.

Reporting & Metric Development
Support role in designing reports and metrics to summarize information, leveraging automated solutions where possible. Help architect solutions that correlate information from multiple data systems to improve operations and overall profitability.

Who is TDS Telecom? TDS Telecom, the seventh largest local exchange telephone company in the U.S., is a wholly owned subsidiary of Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. TDS Telecom provides 1.1 million connections to high-speed internet, phone, and TV entertainment services to customers in more than one hundred rural, suburban, and metropolitan communities. TDS Telecom offers businesses the latest communications solutions, including: VoIP (managedIP Hosted) phone service, dedicated high-speed Internet and hosted-managed services. Please visit tdstelecom.com or tdsbusiness.com for more information.

TDS Telecom, headquartered in Madison, Wis., operates OneNeck® IT Solutions LLC, TDS Broadband LLC, and BendBroadband. Combined, the company employs nearly 3,300 people.

Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. [NYSE: TDS], a Fortune 1000™ company, provides wireless; cable and wireline broadband, TV and voice; and hosted and managed services to approximately 5.8 million customers nationwide through its subsidiaries TDS Telecom
and U.S. Cellular®. Founded in 1969 and headquartered in Chicago, Telephone and Data Systems employs 10,100 people. Please visit teldta.com for more information.

**Qualifications:**

**Required Qualifications**
- Currently pursuing AA degree (or higher) in IT, Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics or related field
- 1 (+) semesters of relational database coursework
- 1 (+) semesters of programming coursework (any language)

**Other Qualifications**
- Knowledge of NoSQL, Python, JavaScript, HTML, JQuery, JSON, CSS, and/or web programming
- Experience with Microsoft SharePoint, Access, and Excel
- Business Intelligence/Business Objects experience
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills with a strong attention to detail
- Desire to learn new software tools and packages

PLEASE APPLY VIA OUR WEBSITE: www.tdstelecom.com/careers by 6/30/2016

TDS Telecom
525 Junction Rd.
Madison, WI 53717